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At the time of writing, an online calculator tells me, I’ve lived through eighteen thousand and one 
afternoons; I should have celebrated yesterday. This elongated daily parcel: I still don’t know what 
to do with it except respectfully consider it possibly numinous, a ciphered message. My brain, like 
that of many ‘creative’ people I know, sinks dependably into circadian fug after lunch, sometimes 
refocusing around 4pm. Old and warm-climate people have figured afternoons out – sleep through 
them. Afternoon delight = unconsciousness. According to the various daily-habits books I’ve read, 
almost the only writers who’ve found a use for these hours are alcoholics, sheer hacks, or both. 
Hardly anyone is actively composing anything. Brian Eno’s Thursday Afternoon sounds like he set 
some stochastically overlapping sounds going and took an hourlong nap. We encounter Debussy’s 
faun not in his apres-midi but the prelude to it, the pre-nothing. That Marcel Duchamp and Calvin 
Tomkins produced The Afternoon Interviews between them feels heroic, given the title, but it’s a 
very short book. 

2pm in the workplace: bushwhacked by carbs or caffeine’s spike-and-dip, blissfully underused. An 
optimum afternoon for me, I occasionally remember, involves drifting goalless through a foreign 
city, not seeing many people, not of use, not guilty. There and elsewhere, my expanding parade of 
non-afternoons makes me feel avant-garde and anti-capitalist or tells me that my gut, at least, feels 
that way. I’m reminded daily, foggily, that the tutelary, always-optimising spirit of the day missed a 
few of my cells, my postprandial cells, and I think about the sprawling brother- and sisterhood of the 
afternoon, out there doing the least, offered the opportunity for a good inert look at their psychic 
formation. It feels like the worst part of the day; it might secretly, if it could somehow be taken right, 
be the best. The hours balloon like you’d want them to if you were enjoying yourself. Animals sleep 
in sun or shadow, the subconscious repatterns itself for tomorrow’s typing, accidental industrial 
sabotage goes on. But wait, maybe you’re an afternoon person? Well, okay. I don’t believe you.

– Martin Herbert
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